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INFINITY SPAS

WHY INFINITY SPAS?
Infinity has been a leading spa brand in
Europe for over 20 years.
The Infinity range is designed for
the discerning owner demanding
exceptionally high quality and longevity
alongside top class performance.
The current models are the most reliable
and best engineered that Infinity
has ever made, ensuring your investment
will last for years and years.

GREAT SERVICE
Your Riptide service team can help
with any issues with your Infinity spa
after installation and they will aim to get
you back into hot water as quickly as
possible!
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INFINITE LUXURY
THE NEW INFINITY RANGE
provides unrivalled levels of luxury and
sublime relaxation.
Each seat is contoured to surround your

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Energy is precious and shouldn’t be wasted.

renewable source. The beautifully crafted

Additionally, Infinity spas have high

The manufacture of Infinity spas produces

cabinet is constructed of ABS which

perfomance insulation to retain heat in

almost no waste. The sheet acrylic used to

adds an extra layer of heat and sound

the spa water, further reducing energy

form the spa shell requires less than 1% of

insulation, whilst also very durable and

consumption and running costs.

trimming. The wood frame comes from a

easy to clean.

body with a soothing massage and is
optimised for your comfort. An Infinity spa
can be a quiet place to relax and reflect,
or an unforgettable wellness experience
enjoyed with your partner, friends or family.
However, you use our spa you can be sure
of a superb massage that will relieve tired
muscles and help bring peace of mind.

SPARKLING CLEAN SPA WATER
with optional low-cost auto sanitizing
system.
At the heart of each Infinity spa is a stateof-the-art water cleaning system designed
to keep your spa water quality totally
safe and sparkling clean. Every drop of
water is filtered over and over to remove
all impurities. The bathing water is then
passed through an ozone system which kills
bacteria, then onwards to a silver ioniser
which acts to inhibit bacteria growth.

SPECIAL FEATURES
• Perfectly Matched Jet Formations

For added protection an automatic

• 99% Efficient Ozone System

sanitizing system can also be fitted which

• Hidden Filter Design

is both low cost to install and easy to
replenish with sanitizer.

• Noise Reduction Technology
• Ergonomic Lounger & Seat Design
• Ultra Energy Efficient
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Power saver INSULATION

SYSTEM and efficient engineering

The Ultimate in Insulation

Efficient Engineering

There are many methods of spa insulation,
but the ultimate aim is to retain the heat in
the spa water and to keep the re-heating costs
to a minimum. The Power saver insulation
system on Riptide Spas is designed to
deliver instant access to your lovely warm
spa water all year round, but use a minimum
amount of electricity to maintain it.

The pumps and heater produce heat as a byproduct of their operation. Infinity Spas retain
this heat inside the cabinet space aiding heat
retention in the spa water.
Marine Grade Vinyl
Encasement

Thick
Polystyrene Core

Shrink Wrap
Aluminium Foil

To achieve optimum insulation, high density
foam is spray-applied on the spa shell，plus
insulation on the inside of fhe “no gap ”
cabinet, two parts are fixed together to make
a snug fit, eliminating any gaps.

The Variable Jet System
The stainless steel hydrotherapy jets
you’ll find in Infinity spas are easy to
replace and are interchangeable (of the
same size). Performing various actions,
adjust each nozzle individually for a
great targeted massage.
• Foot Massage Jet (direct action)
• Stimulation Jet (direct action)
• Neck Massage Jet (direct action)
• Single Pulse Jet (rotating action)
• Twin Pulse Jet (rotating action)

Heat and Moisture-Proof Cover
The spa cover is an important barrier against heat loss.
Riptide’s fully tailored marine grade vinyl covers have extra
insulation to maintain water temperature. The core is made
of 100mm polystyrene which in turn is covered in heat
reflecting, shrink wrap aluminium foil. This foil layer also
keeps water out of the polystyrene, helping to protect the
core from getting heavy through damage by ozone and
chlorine which are ever present in your spa water.
Child proof locking straps, built in handles, fitted wind skirt
and additional hinge insulation (a traditionally weak spot in
many spa cover designs) all come as standard.
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THE INFINITY RANGE

INFINIT Y 1 6 0

212cm × 155cm × 82 cm
1 Lounger + 2 seats, 34 jets

INFI NI T Y 3 6 0

200cm × 200cm × 82 cm
1 Lounger + 4 seats, 36 Jets

I NFI NI T Y 5 6 0

212cm × 212cm × 92 cm
1 Lounger + 4 seats, 43 Jets

I N F I N I TY 76 0

230cm × 230cm × 92 cm
1 Lounger + 4 seats, 45 jets

SPA ZONE CONTROL

BT 8 3 0

The Spa Zone jet control system
allows you to adjust which areas
are getting full power, half power
or no jet power. Every single jet
is either individually turned on or
off or there is a bar top control
for clusters of jets.
This means everybody gets to
enjoy the spa experience that
suits them, with their preferred
amount of jets and water
pressure.
Spa Zone pumps distribution
Pump 1

INFINITY 76 0T
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230cm × 230cm × 92 cm
1 Lounger` + 4 seats, 58 Jets

I NFI NI T Y 7 7 0

230cm × 230cm × 92 cm
2 Loungers + 3 seats, 57 Jets

I N F I N I TY 8 3 0

297cm × 240cm × 97 cm
12 seats, 49 Jets

Pump 3

Pump 2

Classic Features
Dimensions
Configuration
Weight
Volume
34 jets

Pumps

Lighting

212 x 155 x 82 cm
1 lounger and 2 seats
273kg (Empty)
750 litres
• 2 x 2 foot massage (direct)
• 10 x 2 stimulation jets (direct)
• 14 x 3 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 4 x 4 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 4 x 5 single pulse jets (rotating)
• Powerful 2hp pump
• 1.5hp pump
• Dedicated circulation pump
• Air regulator, 1 water divider
Underwater and water edge lighting

INFINITY 160
Compact with a Sublime
Jet Massage
The baby Infinity 160 is designed to fit in
those smaller spaces. It is ideal for couples
of all ages with the added benefit of a
third seat.
When seating two people, both can stretch
out and enjoy side by side loungers, giving
an enjoyable impression of weightlessness.
In this modestly sized space there is still
space for 34 jets, so no part of the body will
miss out on terrific massage therapy; neck,
back, calves and feet are all in for a treat!
Also features three soft pillows, easy access
filter house, handy bar top controls and over
size underwater light.
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INFINITY 360
A well thought out
design, promising many
unforgettable experiences

Classic Features
Dimensions

200 x 200 x 82 cm

Configuration
Weight
Volume
36 jets

1 lounger and 4 seats
320kg (Empty)
750 litres
• 2 x 3 foot massage (rotating)
• 8 x 2 stimulation jets (direct)
• 4 x 3 neck massage jets (direct)
• 12 x 3 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 x 3 twin pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 x 4 twin pulse jets (rotating)
• 4 x 5 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 x 5 twin pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 powerful 3hp pumps
• Dedicated circulation pump
• Air regulator, water divider
Underwater and water edge lighting

The all new Infinity 360 is a cleverly
designed 5-person hot tub with a modest
footprint of only 200cm square and 82cm
deep which is extremely comfortable and
yet compact.
Each seat is ergonomically designed for
optimum comfort, and with 36 well place
jets everyone is going to find their favourite
seat. There is a non-slip floor, dedicated
entry steps, neck pillows, easy access
filtration, simple to operate bar top controls,
and bright underwater LED lighting.
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Pumps

Lighting

Classic Features
Dimensions
Configuration
Weight
Volume
43 jets

Pumps

Lighting

212 x 212 x 92 cm
1 lounger and 4 seats
350kg (Empty)
1,300 litres
• 1 x 7 foot massage (direct)
• 10 x 2 stimulation jets (direct)
• 4 x 3 neck massage jets (direct)
• 14 x 3 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 10 x 4 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 4 x 5 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 powerful 3hp pumps
• Dedicated circulation pump
• Air regulator, water divider
Underwater and water edge lighting

INFINITY 560
A Fantastic
Mid-sized Spa
The amazing new Infinity 560 is a cleverly
designed five person hot tub with a medium
size footprint. At only 212 x 212 and 92 cm
deep it is a comfortable and yet compact
mid-size spa.
With each seat ergonomically designed for
optimum comfort and with 43 well place jets
there will be seat to suit everyone. There is a
non-slip floor, dedicated entry steps, easily
accessible filtration and easy to use bar top
controls.
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INFINITY 760
Gentle but Energizing
Gentle on the back and neck and
energizing to the muscles, the awesome
new Infinity 760 is a roomy five person
hot tub with a footprint of 230 x 230
and 920 deep. It is amazingly spacious
and comfortable giving everyone
room to spread out, and each seat is
ergonomically designed for optimum
comfort.
Featuring 45 well place jets, there is a
non-slip floor, dedicated entry steps,
neck pillows, easy access filtration.
handy to use bar top controls. At night
the Infinity 760 comes into its own, water
edge and underwater lighting really bring
the spa to life.
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Classic Features
Dimensions

230 x 230 x 92 cm

Configuration
Weight
Volume
45 jets

1 lounger and 4 seats
410kg (Empty)
1,380 litres
• 1 x 7 foot massage (direct)
• 22 x 2 stimulation jets (direct)
• 4 x 3 neck massage jets (direct)
• 8 x 3 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 x 3 twin pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 x 4 twin pulse jets (rotating)
• 4 x 5 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 x 5 twin pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 powerful 3hp pumps
• Dedicated circulation pump
• Air regulator, water divider
Underwater and water edge lighting

Pumps

Lighting

Classic Features
Dimensions

230 x 230 x 92 cm

Configuration
Weight
Volume
58 jets

1 lounger and 4 seats
440kg (Empty)
1,380 litres
• 2 x 7 “foot massage (direct)
• 34 x 2 stimulation jets (direct)
• 4 x 3 neck massage jets (direct)
• 8 x 3 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 x 4 twin pulse jets (rotating)
• 6 x 4 stimulation jets (direct)
• 2 x 5 twin pulse jets (rotating)
• 3 powerful 3hp pumps
• Dedicated circulation pump
• Air regulator, water divider
Underwater and water edge lighting

Pumps

Lighting

INFINITY 760T
The Highest
Level of Comfort
Sister to the 760, the Infinity 760T is a
spacious five person hot tub with a large
footprint and is amazingly comfortable,
giving everyone room to spread out.
Ergonomically designed for optimum
comfort with 58 well place jets and
powerful three pump system, this is a
significantly powerful spa.
Loaded with all the fantastic features of
the Infinity range, at night the 760T’s water
edge and underwater LED lighting creates a
magical, watery world. Even a large spa like
the 760T uses very little power due to its
high density foam insulation and extra thick
thermal cover, making ownership a joy.
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INFINITY 770
A Haven of Peace
and Tranquility
Experiencing the Infinity 770 is more like
flying business class than relaxing in a hot
tub. Extremely comfortable and with an
abundance of invigorating massage jets,
it is indeed in a class of its own.
At 2.3m square the 770 is very roomy five
person hot tub which has a unique layout
offering a wonderfully comfortable space for
everyone to spread out. There are two full
length loungers, two captain’s chairs, a jump
seat plus a handy cool down step.
Let the 57 jets pamper you with a foot,
neck, back and leg massage. Rest your head
on one of the comfortable neck pillows while
the adjustable jets relax, tight tired muscles.
High density foam insulation and fully insulated
cover retains the heat within the spa, meaning
you can take a dip anytime, all year round.
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Classic Features
Dimensions
Configuration
Weight
Volume
Massage

Pumps

Lighting

230 x 230 x 92 cm
2 lounger and 3 seats
410kg (Empty)
1800 litres
57 jets
• 1 x 7 foot massage (direct)
• 16 x 2 stimulation jets (direct)
• 4 x 3 neck massage jets (direct)
• 26 x 3 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 6 x 4 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 4 x 5 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 powerful 3hp pumps
• Dedicated circulation pump		
• Air regulator, water divider
Underwater and water edge lighting

Classic Features
Dimensions

297 x 240 x 97 cm

Configuration
Weight
Volume
49 jets

12 seats
523kg (Empty)
2,290 litres
• 24 x 2 stimulation jets (direct)
• 8 x 3 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 5 x large 3 single pulse jets (rotating)
•12 x 4 single pulse jets (rotating)
• 2 powerful 3hp pumps
• Dedicated circulation pump
• Air regulator, water divider
Underwater and water edge lighting

Pumps

Lighting

INFINITY 830
The Highest
Level of Comfort
The Infinity 830 is an extra large spa with
an open style ‘hot tub’ design.With 3
hydrotherapy seats, 2 neck and shoulder
therapy seat and plenty of bench seating
the Islander is perfect for hydro-massage,
relaxation and entertaining with family and
friends.
At night the Infinity 830 comes into its own,
water edge and underwater lighting really
bring the spa to life. The 830 uses very
little power due to its high-density foam
insulation and extra thick thermal cover,
making spa ownership inexpensive and
ready to use anytime.
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GECKO IN.K1001 KEYPAD
Infinity spas incorporate the fully featured GECKO IN.K1000 keypad with touch
activated colour screen display
Truly interactive
Mode and function selection wheels, all-on/alloff one touch activation key, interactive display
icons and on-screen reminders make for a
unique user interface. Get direct feedback and
seamless interaction with your Infinity spa.

Larger, faster, cooler
Fun, simple, engaging
Doing away with physical buttons, keys
and overlays, the Canadian manufactured
in.k1000+ touch screen keypad is fun to use
and simple to learn. It features an intuitive and
engaging one level menu interface.

DOUBLE FOUNTAIN

PLATINUM FEATURES
Ease of use, beautifully engineered

In addition to the Classic features, the
Infinity Platinum Spas also introduces
some addition benefits including superior
technology, easier maintenance, lower
running costs and more fun for a better spa
experience.
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The sound of gently splashing water
can be especially calming and when
combined with light flowing through
the controllable fountain in two gentle
arcs, will help your mood melt into
peace and tranquility.

Driven by a powerful 400 MHz processor,
Gecko’s in.k1000 keypad features an
eye-catching 11cm colour LCD capacitive
touch screen display. Resting in a thin and
beautiful enclosure that houses its cuttingedge electronics, in.k1000+ works perfectly
on the edge of your Infinity spa, controlling
heat, jets, pumps, filtration and more.

PLATINUM DREAMTIME LIGHTING
When the sun goes down it’s time for the light show to begin. Your platinum Infinity spa has 6
different LED lighting points: a large underwater light, water edge lighting all around the spa,
beneath the waterfall, the bar top controls, an exterior courtesy light and corner LED lighting.
Choose your favourite colour or set the lights to rotate through all the colours and let the
illumination cascade through the spectrum at a pace to suit your mood.

HAND HELD MASSAGER
Available as an optional extra, you can
use the hand held jet massager to target
specific areas of the body to soothe away
aches and pains.
Fits quickly and easily into the jet
opening at the base of Infinity spas.

PLATINUM POWER SAVER
INSULATION SYSTEM
Infinity platinum spas insulation system ensure minimal
heat loss during running time and provides the most
efficient running costs:
●

Lockable cover with high density insulating foam stops

heat loss from above.
●

25mm thick foam on the shell stops heat loss through

the spa shell.

PUMP

PUMP

●

“No Gap” cabinet keeps heat in and cold air out.

●

Insulated cladding plus 2 layers of insulation stops heat

loss from the cabinet
●

ABS base plus one layer of insulation stops heat loss

into the ground
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INFINITY SPAS

INFINITY FEATURES
SHELL OPTIONS

Sterling silver

Storm cloud

Alba

Infinity Classic

Infinity Platinum

Shell Colors

Sterling silver, Storm clouds
lll or Alba

Sterling silver, Storm clouds
lll or Alba

Cabinet Colors

Grey or Brown

Grey or Brown

Top Side Key Pad

IN.K300 or IN.K450

IN.K1001

Massage Pump

●

●

Circulation Pump

●

●

Ozone System

●

●

Ozone Inline Mixer

Mixing Chamber

Venturi

Dual High-efficient Blue Filters

●

●

●

●

Insulation System

Power Saver Insulation
System

Platinum Power Saver Insulation System

Underwater and Water Edge
Lighting

●

●

Backlit Bar Top controls

–

●

Corner LED lighting

–

●

2 illuminated Water Fountains

–

●

Hand Held Massager

○

○

GECKO In.Touch

○

○

GECKO In.Stream Stereo

○

○

Thermal Cover
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● Standard

○ Optional

– Not available

MORE THAN A HOT TUB
The benefits to your health and well-being

Be yourself

Be at your best every day
Minimise the pain of arthritis
by making a spa a part of your
For people with arthritis, the Arthritis
daily ritual. Experience relief of
Research Campaign recommends using
stress and tension from sore
a
hot tub as an excellent way to apply heat
muscles and emotional and
to arthritic joints.
mental benefits. Immersed in
warm water, you can
Benefits of a soak in a hot tub can include
disconnect and emerge
muscle relaxation, decreased pain and joint
renewed.
stiffness and greater ease when performing

Promotes weight loss
In clinical studies patients who use hot tubs lost an
average of 3.5 pounds in weight without any new diet
or physical exercise programmes.
In short, the weight loss resulted from the hot water
massage simulating the effects of exercise, on the
muscles.

exercise and daily activities.

Be together

Stress relief
Stress results in muscle tension, headaches, fatigue
and soreness. Regular hot tub use, through a
combination of buoyancy, heat and massage relieves
tension and stress.
Buoyancy eases pressure in joints and muscles,
while heat increases blood flow to muscles and
accelerates healing. Additionally, hot tub jets provide
therapeutic massage, stimulating the release of
endorphins, which are the body’s natural painkiller.

Spend time together,
immersed in warm water.
The spa becomes a private
and safe place where people
can relax, let their guard
down, and enjoy meaningful
conversation and special
moments with
loved ones.

Sleep more soundly
No more counting sheep! According to the National
Sleep Foundation, 30 million Britons suffer from mild
to chronic insomnia and other sleep disorders.
A study in the journal ‘Sleep’ showed that soaking in
a hot tub prior to bedtime will not only help you fall
asleep, but will provide a deeper, more relaxing sleep
as the body cools.

Be outside
Lower diabetic blood sugar levels
A study by the New England Journal of Medicine
found that bathing in a hot tub simulates the
beneficial effects of exercise.
The result is that patients with type 2 diabetes who
soak in a hot tub for 30 minutes a day, 6 days a week
for 3 weeks, experience a reduction in blood sugar
levels by an average of 13%.

Take a pause and
appreciate beautiful sunsets,
starry nights, falling snow,
changing leaves and much more.
With a hot tub, you have a private
retreat steps away from your
door. Surrounded by nature,
you can take in the beauty
we often take
for granted.

Riptide Pools Limited Registered in
England Company No. 06356472.
Riptide™ Registered in the USA No. 3993763

www.riptidespas.com

Lowers blood pressure
A recent study for the Mayo Clinic recommended that
relaxing in a hot tub can be beneficial for heart disease
patients. The study showed that relaxing in a hot tub
is less stressful on the heart and more beneficial
than working out on an exercise bike! The study also
demonstrated that soaking in the hot tub for as little as
15 minutes will lower blood pressure.

All product specifications of Riptide spas are subject to change without notice to improve
reliability, function, design or otherwise.

🔸◆Australia

◆Austria

◆United kingdom

SPACHOICE SUNSHINE COAST
4/10 MACHINERY AVENUE, WARANA QLD 4575
Tel: (07) 5437 7931

BETA WELLNESS VIENNA
MARKTSTRASSE 19 A-2331 VÖSENDORF
Tel: 43 169 813 34

CHELMSFORD HOT TUB BARN
41 ROBJOHNS ROAD, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX, CM1 3AG
Tel: 01245 265036

SPACHOICE SPRINGWOOD
3363 PACIFIC HIGHWAY, SLACKS CREEK, QLD, 4127
Tel: (07) 3208 5511

BETA WELLNESS GRAZ
WEBLINGER GÜRTEL 20, A-8054 GRAZ
Tel: 43 316 816 153

POLHILL HOT TUB BARN
POLHILL GARDEN CENTRE, CONSERVATORY VILLAGE, LONDON
ROAD, SEVENOAKS, TN14 7AD Tel: 01959 532460

SPACHOICE BRENDALE
3/130 SOUTHPINE ROAD, BRENDALE, QLD, 4500
Tel: (07) 3205 9080

BETA WELLNESS VÖLKERMARKT
IGP SÜD 25, A-9100 VÖLKERMARKT
Tel: 43 660 216 66 40

FRENSHAM HOT TUB BARN
FRENSHAM GARDEN CENTRE, REEDS ROAD, FARNHAM, GU10 3BP
Tel: 01252 792684

SPACHOICE SOUTH PORT
2/42 FERRY ROAD, SOUTHPORT, QLD, 4215
Tel: (07) 5646 7781

BETA WELLNESS WELS
FRANZ-ZOLA-STRASSE 7, A-4600 WELS
Tel: 43 724 352 074

ASHFORD HOT TUB BARN
DOBBIES GARDEN CENTRE, RUTHERFORD ROAD, EUREKA LEISURE
PARK, ASHFORD, KENT, TN25 4BN Tel: 01233 665549

SPACHOICE BAYSWATER
UNIT 3/ 200 CANTERBURY RD, BAYSWATER NORTH, VIC
3153
Tel: (03) 9720 4461

BETA WELLNESS SALZBURG
WTC CENTER (WALS-TRADE-CENTER), FRANZBRÖTZNER-STRASSE 11 – 17, A-5071 WALS /
SALZBURG
Tel: 43 664 244 71 87

WICKFORD HOT TUB BARN
ALTON GARDEN CENTRE, ARTERIAL ROAD, A127 SOUTHEND,
WICKFORD, NEAR, SOUTHEND, ESSEX, SS12 9JG
Tel: 01268 923773

SPACHOICE ESSENDON
CNR MATTHEWS AVENUE & MARSHALL RD
AIRPORT WEST, VIC 3042
Tel: (03) 9334 2286

BETA WELLNESS INNSBRUCK
EDUARD-BODEM-GASSE 1, A-6020 INNSBRUCK
Tel: 43 660 589 89 08

KINGS LYNN HOT TUB BARN
DOBBIES GARDEN CENTRE, CAMPBELLS MEADOW, HARDWICK
ROAD, KINGS LYNN, NORFOLK, PE30 4NA Tel: 01553 764623

SPACHOICE HALLAM
UNIT 24/ 2-10 HALLAM SOUTH RD, HALLAM, VIC 3803
Tel: (03) 9702 4574

ATHERSTONE ULITMATE HOT TUBS & SPAS
DOBBIES GARDEN CENTRE CROSS LANE FARM NUNEATON ROAD
ATHERSTONE CV9 1RF Tel: 0121 7679 122

SPACHOICE RINGWOOD
UNIT 5 / 485 MAROONDAH HWY, RINGWOOD VIC 3134,
AUSTRALIA
Tel: (04) 2245 3453
SPACHOICE PARAFIELD
UNIT 2/10 LAWRENCE HARGRAVE WAY, PARAFIELD SA,
5106
(BETWEEN BUNNINGS AND TYREPOWER MAIN NTH ROAD)
Tel: (08) 8285 5631
SPACHOICE BALCATTA
UNIT 6, 77 ERINDALE ROAD, BALCATTA, WA 6021
Tel: (08) 9240 4654

CAMBRIDGE HOT TUB BARN
COTON ORCHARD,GARDEN CENTRE,CAMBRIDGE ROAD,COTON,
CAMBRIDGE, CB23 7PJ Tel: 01954 211739

◆France
SENS
2 RUE DES LONGUES RAIES 89100 SENS FRANCE
Tel: 33 (0)3 86 83 38 60
PARIS
RUE CLÉMENT ADER, 91700 FLEURY-MÉROGIS
Tel: 33 (0)3 86 83 38 60

BIRMINGHAM ULITMATE HOT TUBS & SPAS
JUNCTION 2 INTERIORS 870 WOLVERHAMPTON ROAD OLDSBURY
WEST MIDLANDS B69 4RS
Tel: 0121 767 9122
Mobile: 07810 355 401

◆Netherland
BLEISWIJK
SPECTRUMLAAN 51, 2665 NM BLEISWIJK, NETHERLANDS,PRISMA
OMNIPARC Tel: 31 (0)79 341 11 18

